PeriAnesthesia Nurses of BC
February 22nd 1930- 2100 hrs
Location: Skype (home computers only)
In Attendance

√

( check mark √)

Guests

Chong, Solrun Adviser

ERH

Drescher, Mary Lou Treasurer

RCH

√ Harrison, Ingrid Secretary

VGH/PAH

√ Jensen, Lorna (President)

SMH

√

Jerrett, Christine (Reg.Chair)

SPH

Klassen, Peggy Adviser

ARHCC

1 Financial Report- Total balance as of February 22, 2012 $7709.64. As of April
1st statement fee $2.00?month. Mary Lou will look into online banking and
printing off statement for PANBC records. Vendors that donated will be recorded
for financial records.
2 Conference planning- Vendor letter and requests sent out by Lorna. Lorna
looking into another connection to Baxter.
2.1 Two speakers confirmed for education day, Dr.Ubhi for Obstetrical Crisis in
the PACU and Dr.Friesen for Choice of Anaesthesia , does it effect patient
outcomes? Three more speakers needed , Ingrid will look into Urology speaker,
Lorna and Mary Lou to look into speakers for hypertension and Difficult airway
management in the PACU. Lorna to contact potential speaker for neurology
stinting or open? Lorna will look into booking an inspirational speaker, comedian
Tanyalee Davis . Will view show in March and then decide if appropriate for
education day.

2.2 Draft Brochure done by Lorna. Heading “Climbing the Mountains of Safe
Patient Care” and pictures approved by Mary Lou and Ingrid. Wording for
Registration fees to be changed.
3 NAPANc certification drive- Motion to pass $1000 donation to certification.
Motion moved to by Mary Lou, seconded by Lorna and passed by all. Christine
called in later and also agreed with the motion to donate $1000 to certification.
Lorna to speak to NAPANc about donation of $1000 from PANBC.
4 Social night for PANBC members- Mary Lou will call Greek Tavern about
group rates, platter prices. Lorna will call Gino’s. Tentative date May 30th or 31st.
Will confirm place and time next meeting.
5 Log in for website- Decision to have web site open to non-members and
members as a good source of information. Passwords more work for people, and
may deter people from using the site!
Next PANBC Skype meeting March 28th hrs

